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WORLDLINK LAUNCHES ITS IMOBILEMARKETS SERVICE TO JARVIS INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT’S CUSTOMER BASE
JARVIS BECOMES THE FIRST UK STOCK BROKER TO OFFER FREE REAL-TIME
INFORMATION TO CUSTOMERS
Worldlink, the owner of the UK and US patent for the transmission of profiled REAL-time
data to mobile devices, is offering its imobilemarkets service to the clients of Jarvis
Investment Management. Jarvis already provides Worldlink with a bespoke share dealing
platform and the Company has now taken the decision to be the first UK broker to provide
Free REAL-time information to their X-O and Sharedeal Active clients.
Jarvis is one of the UK’s leading execution only stock broking companies and is delighted to
be able to provide its customers with REAL-time information to ensure they are able to take
advantage of the market volatility as and when it happens. To register for the
imobilemarkets FREE service, which is automatically uploaded to both a customer’s mobile
and desktop, subscribers simply provide their name and create a password. The whole
process is concluded in seconds and information such as a person’s address is not required.
The imobilemarkets service provides the following:









Stock Markets – REAL-time share information so that customers can watch share
prices change in REAL-time across the London Stock Exchange, Turquoise, AIM
and Plus markets
Foreign Exchange – REAL-time information on a wide range of currency pairings
Commodities – pricing information on the most popular currencies traded
Watchlists – where you can track the performance of your own share portfolio
News – Stock market, economic and company information can be tracked in
REAL-time so you can find out what news and how the news affects the stock
market
Charts – customers can track the historic performance of a share for example,
over a five year period

Neil Riches, Managing Director and Founder of Worldlink commented: “We are delighted
that Jarvis are making the imobilemarkets available to its customers for FREE. Most retail
investors have to rely on information that is at least fifteen minutes delayed or pay huge
sums to access REAL-time prices. It will allow Jarvis customers to be more informed which
will enable them to make better investment decisions.”
Nick Crabb, Client Services and Business Development Director of Jarvis Investment
Management, commented: “We want our customers to be able to make investment
decisions with the best information to hand. imobilemarkets gives them REAL-time pricing
and a news service which allows them to keep up to date with events that affect share
prices. We are the first UK broker to offer free REAL-time pricing to all its customers and
hope that our peer group will do the same.”

To register for imobilemarkets, visit one of the websites below or simply text ‘APP<space>
SDA’ to ‘88833’ from your mobile. <space> means enter a space between the words. For
further information, please contact:
Nick Crabb, Business Development Director
Jarvis Investment Management Ltd: 01892 700814
www.sharedealactive.co.uk
www.x-o.co.uk

